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Editorial  
 
The number IV/3,  is in continuity with the previous one to report a cultured 
response, thoughtful and authoritative to the most urgent problems of the 
Mediterranean, also that of migrants.   
We wish to refer the choice of the title by CIPA Congress (Centro Italiano 
di Psicologia Analitica) that, in the 50th anniversary of the foundation, has 
dedicated its congress intitled “Attraverso i confini: inconscio, alterità, 
individuazione”. In the setting of the Residence Ripetta (Rome, 2-4 
December 2016), David Camarrone, with a deep reading as meaningful: 
“Colloquio a Lampaduza", has explained the meaning of the Sicilian island 
border, the scene of many deaths compared the indifference of Europe.  
In the conference, the way of knowledge that cannot be closed with a simple 
retrospective; many clinical interventions, all able to get into the usual 
dimensions of analytical psychology, that have excited and that have in 
common understanding.  
The attention to religious matters, rare outside of specialized studies, 
allowed to listen a refection of the meaning of emigration. In the elaboration 
of this theme, very different aspects have seen interesting variations such as 
the relationship between terrorism and symbolism, i.e. the Jungian approach 
to migration issues, the traumatic effects of torture.  
It is not lack space for the deepening of the method, such as the dream, 
always appealing in analytical reading, dedicated to the role of images in the 
clinic and in the complexity of supervisions. 
It must still be noted as in the conference is not the lack of attention to 
clinical cases in the care and treatment of suffering.  In a context, even 
methodologically different, AIR (Associazione Italiana Rorschach) it 
organized an international conference dedicated to “ Il Rorschach e i metodi 
proiettivi come possibilità narrativa ", in Turin, Italy, centered on the role 
of images in Self-Constitution, from the viewpoint of psycho-diagnostic that 
psychotherapeutic.  
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We list it because the organizers, Gabriella Gandino and Doriana Dipaola, 
have been revealed to publish the papers, which we look forward to 
reviewing of MJCP.  
In the 2016 year ending, the Editor in chief feels the need to thank all the 
authors who have contributed to the growth of MJCP Journal, in the clinical 
psychology fields. 
Thanks also goes of the technical staff of the University of Messina, SBA, 
who took care of the Journal production. Finally, thanks of the Editorial 
Team, for group collaboration and to work intentions for the growth and 
spread of this young scientific Journal. 
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